The origin of the passband in one-dimensional photonic crystals and Fibonacci quasi-crystals is investigated by the transmission spectra and effective medium theory. The interference and coupling effects influence the formation and properties of the passbands, which can be divided into the basic band and subband formed by coupling interference modes and inhomogeneous dielectric constants, respectively. The optimal length can be obtained through a transcendental equation to show the maximum bandgap for a photonic crystal at the balance condition between interference and coupling effects. By changing the sequence of the two dielectric materials to fabricate a photonic crystal heterostructure, composed of the photonic crystal and quasi-crystal, an enlarging photonic bandgap can be obtained, since the width of the dielectric and air bands can be narrowed by decreasing the photon coupling effect, and the subband and defective band can be eliminated. The effective medium theory provides a good understanding about the formation mechanism of passbands in photonic and quasi-crystals.
INTRODUCTION
Interference plays a crucial role in periodic and quasi-periodic optical materials, such as photonic crystals [1] [2] [3] and quasicrystals [4] [5] [6] . In periodic photonic structures, the electromagnetic (EM) wave is scattered at the dielectric interface. The multiply scattered waves interfere destructively inside the dielectric materials and a photonic bandgap is formed if the geometry of the dielectric materials is suitable. The photonic band-gap (PBG) plays an important role in the application of photonic crystals (PCs), for instance, distributed feedback lasers [7] , sub-wavelength aperture arrays [8, 9] , and dielectric omnidirectional reflectors [10, 11] . In addition, the quasi-periodic structure exhibits long-range order but lacks translational symmetry. The phenomena of photon propagation in quasi-periodic materials are different from those in periodic and disordered ones [12] and show properties of self-similarity. However the photonic bandgaps in photonic quasi-crystals are related to the optical interference effect [13] , indicating that the fill ratio, rotational symmetry, and geometric properties of the two-dimensional periodic and quasi-periodic photonic structures influence the photonic bandgap [14] [15] [16] , and the transmission spectra of photonic quasi-periodic structures can impart information about the origin of the photonic gap [17] . Hence, much attention has been devoted to the PBG and many applications of the periodic and quasi-periodic photonic structures depend on the location and width of the PBG. It is possible to obtain a wide bandgap by controlling the position and width of the passband in these photonic structures, if the physical mechanism of the passband is better understood. As discussed in this paper, the passbands can be divided into the basic band and subband, formed by coupling interference modes and inhomogeneous dielectric constants, respectively. The maximum width of the PBG in a photonic crystal can be obtained at the balance condition between interference and coupling effects. The passband can be narrowed by decreasing the coupling effects through introducing a series of defective layers and an enlarged PBG can be obtained through fabricating photonic crystal heterostructures composed of photonic crystals and quasi-crystals.
STRUCTURES AND CALCULATION METHOD
In this work, the photonic structures, such as photonic crystals and Fibonacci quasi-crystals (FQC), are composed of two types of dielectric materials: high dielectric constant A, and low dielectric constant B, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In order to study the defective band, the coupled cavity waveguide (CCW) is fabricated by introducing a series of defects (layer A) into the periodic structure of the PC [18] [19] [20] . Here, the PC and CCW structures are designated as ABp and AABp, respectively, where p is the period number (PC). A FQC is based on the recursive relationship F j1 F j−1 F j for j ≥ 1, F 0 fBg, and F 1 fAg, and so one has F 2 fBAg, F 3 fABAg, F 4 fBAABAg, and so forth. The high dielectric constant ε A changes from 13 to 2 (refractive index n A changing from 3.6056 to 1.414). For the low dielectric constant one, ε B 1 (air, n B 1) and their lengths L A and L B change from 0.1 to 0.9 and L A L B L, where L is the lattice constant. The dielectric constant and length of the high dielectric constant layer (ε A and L A ) are used to mark the parameters of PCs and FQCs. The transmission (or reflectance) spectra can be obtained by the transfer matrix method (TMM), which is widely used for periodic or quasi-periodic stratified structures. Here, the EM waves are incident normal to the PC and quadraplex pump controller (QPC) from the air medium. The amplitudes of the forward and backward waves on the two surface of the jth layer are related to a 2 × 2 matrix M j , and the transmission coefficient can be calculated as [4, 5] T 4∕jM j j 2 2;
(1)
where jM j j 2 is the sum of the squares of the elements of M j M j−2 M j−1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the optical interference theory [21] , if a high dielectric constant layer (A, refractive index n A and length L A ) is between two low dielectric constant layers (B, such as air), then constructive interference can be obtained when the incident EM wave frequency satisfies f ∝ 1∕n A L A . That is, the wide interference frequency distance can be shown for a low refractive index and short length. It is interesting to show the transmission spectra of FQC F2 fABg for ε A 6 (refractive index n A 2.45) as a function of the length L A changing from 0.1 to 0.9 (marked as numbers 1-9) in Fig. 1 (b). This shows that the first resonance frequencies increase quickly with decreasing L A , and the frequency width Δf inversely proportion to the length L A , or Δf ∝ 1∕L A , as shown in Fig. 1(c) (B). In the multilayered structure with periodic A and B, many interference modes appear at the resonance frequency region repeatedly to form the passband, due to the coupling effect. It is suggested that a wider bandgap of the PC can be obtained for the shorter length L A , due to the increasing Δf . However, in a typical one-dimensional PC, such as a Bragg reflector comprising dielectric materials A and B in a periodical manner, the bandgap increases at first, and then decreases for small length L A , as shown in Fig. 1(c) . With regard to length selection, the quarter-wave stacks (n A L A n B L B ) are the common choice to obtain a large bandgap at normal incidence on one-dimensional (1D) PCs with the identified contrast in dielectric constants [3] . It has been pointed out that the quarter-wave stack structure is not the optimal one to yield the maximum bandgap [10, 11] and it is questionable which parameters influence the bandgap of the periodic PC. Figure 1 (c) (B) shows the upper and lower edge frequencies of the first bandgap of the PC with the length L A . For the passband at the lower bound of the bandgap (always named the dielectric band), the edge frequency increases with decreasing length L A . However, the frequencies shift to high ones first, increase slowly, and then are almost constant, with decreasing length L A for the passband at the upper bound of the bandgap (named the air band). A similar trend between the upper bound of the bandgap and interference resonance frequencies indicates that the interference effect influences the periodic PC with a large length L A . As the length L A decreases, the edge frequencies of the dielectric (air) band increases (decreases) because the enhanced coupling effect widens the dielectric and air bands. Under the influence of both interference and coupling effects, the maximum width bandgap can be obtained for an optimal length, as shown in Fig. 1(c) (B) .
When increasing (decreasing) the dielectric constant ε A , such as ε A 12 (3), the first resonance peak shifts to the lower (higher) frequency, resulting in smaller (larger) Δf , as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Since the interference effect shows the main influence for large L A , the larger bandgap can be obtained for a low contrast dielectric constant between A and B, such as, L A 0.8, the width of the bandgaps are 0.0305, 0.0396, and 0.0428 for ε A 13, 6, and 3, respectively. As the length L A decreases, the enhanced coupling effect widens the dielectric band and the edge frequencies of the dielectric band increase for low dielectric constant ε A . However, for high dielectric constant ε A , the interference effect shows a greater effect on the air band and the edge frequencies of the air band increase largely. As well, the edge frequencies of the air band show almost the same value and are not sensitive to the dielectric constant ε A for small lengths, such as L A 0.1. Under the influence of both interference and coupling effects, a wider bandgap can be obtained from a larger contrast of dielectric constants between A and B for the optimal length L A . In all three series PCs, the optimized results of L A to obtain the maximum bandgap width are 0.163, 0.235, and 0.32, and the bandgap widths of the PCs are 0.2561, 0.2002, and 0.138 for ε A 13, 6, and 3, respectively. Compared with the quarter-wave stack structure, the optimal lengths to obtain the maximum bandgap decrease by almost 25%, 19%, and 13%, respectively, and the bandgap widths of the PCs increase by almost 4.76%, 3.0%, and 1.4% for ε A 13, 6, and 3, respectively.
To study the evolution process of the passband, Fig. 2 depicts the transmission spectra of FQCs In addition to the basic interference resonance peaks (0.704), the low-and high-frequency sub-resonance modes appear almost symmetrical from zero and first interference frequency, and the shift frequency distances are all 0.1561. With increasing PCs, the passband is formed by the coupling interference modes (named as basic band). At the same time, the subbands can be formed by coupling the sub-resonance modes. Owing to the suitable frequency distance between the interference and sub-resonance mode positions, the wide frequency range (from 0.4704 to 0.9373) of the air band (second passband) in the periodic PC can be understood as the link of the basic band and subband. As the length L A decreases, for example, L A 0.235 [ Fig. 2(b) ], the lowfrequency sub-resonance mode expanding from zero frequency is 0.1671, however, the frequency is 0.2925 from the first interference modes for high-frequency sub-resonance mode in the transmission spectrum of FQC F 3 . With increasing PCs, the large shift in the frequency distance from the interference frequency forms the separated band in the frequency range from 0.4741 to 0.691 by coupling the highfrequency sub-resonance modes. The first bandgap (frequency range from 0.2681 to 0.4741) is the frequency distance between the dielectric band and high-frequency subband (air band). In this case, even if the first resonance frequency can reach 0.866 for FQC F 2 , the width of the bandgap cannot increase quickly, due to the appearance of new subband in the frequency range Δf . As the length L A increases, for example, L A 0.39 [ Fig. 2(d) ], the first interference frequency is 0.523. For FQC F 3 , the sub-resonance modes expanding from zero frequency is 0.1425, however, the interference resonance frequency is 0.0351. In this case, the subband formed by the coupling high-frequency sub-resonance modes overlaps the basic band, due to the small frequency difference between the sub-resonance and interference modes. Overlapping renders the dielectric and air bands narrow, as shown in the transmission spectrum of periodic PC. Even increasing the length L A can narrow the dielectric and air band and the width of the bandgap is only 0.1757, due to the limited width of the interference frequency.
To understand the influences between interference and coupling effects, it is necessary to present another photonic structure fAABg, which introduces a defective layer in the basic unit AB. It notices that the structure fAABg appears in FQC as the order of Fibonacci sequence is larger than 3, and it is also the basic repeated cell in CCW. The transmission spectra of fAABg are shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d) (B, dotted lines). Notice that the second resonance peak appears and stays in the middle of frequency region Δf for all lengths L A . That is, the resonance frequency of the defective mode is half the value of the interference frequency Δf . This indicates that the defective mode is only determined by the interference effect, and the interaction between the sub-resonance and defective modes can be used to understand the influences between interference and coupling effects. As shown by the transmission spectra in Fig. 2(c) (phase matching condition) , the defective mode stays in the middle frequency Δf , and show equal distance from sub-resonance modes 0.196. With increasing order of FQC, the defective band formed by coupling defective modes also stays in the middle of the bandgap of the PC. The subband formed by coupling sub-resonance modes is pushed far away from the defective band, due to the interaction between the sub-resonances and defective modes. In this case, the edge frequency of dielectric (air) shifts to the low (high) frequency for high-order FQC, such as F 9 . The interaction phenomenon can show clearly with increasing the periodic properties of FQC, such as introducing the periodic defective layer A in PC to fabricate the CCW structure, as shown in Fig. 3(c) (F) . For large L A , such as L A 0.39 [ Fig. 2(d) ], the defective mode approaches the lowfrequency sub-resonance mode. The interaction effect pushes the subband to the low frequency with increasing order of Fibonacci sequence. For small length, such as L A 0.235 [ Fig. 2(b) ], the subband is pushed to high frequency, due to the interaction between high-frequency sub-resonance and defective modes.
The effective medium theory [22] [23] [24] can be used to explain the phenomenon and give a quantifiable description. The difference between the dielectric constants of A and B affect the effective refractive index of the stratified layer. The effective refractive index is obtained by the following equation:
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ω is the angle frequency, and Kω is the Bloch wave vector, which can be obtained from the dispersion relationship:
where wave vector k α ωn α ∕c, α A; B, and Δ n B ∕n A n A ∕n B ∕2. To obtain the expression of the maximum change in the effective refractive index, the two convenient parameters are defined as follows:
The dispersion relation (3) can be written as 
where χ 1 sin 2 Nuω∕2Lc and χ 2 sin 2 Nvω∕2Lc, and, as KL 2m − 1π, m is an integer, the locations of maximum change in effective refractive index can be determined by
Employing the method of successive approximation and, after one iteration, the frequency locations of maximum change are given by:
That is, the middle frequency ω m and widths between middle and edge frequencies of bandgap can be calculated:
Δω 2c∕NuLsin
Hence, the width of the bandgap can be calculated by the difference between ω H and ω L as follows:
Here, a new parameter Δ2ω is introduced to mark the double widths between middle and edge frequencies of the bandgap (named as double edge frequency).
For the first odd-order resonance (m 1), the width of the bandgap calculated from effective medium theory (line) and transmission spectra (solid circles) are shown in Fig. 3(a) for ε A 6. In Fig. 3(b) , the frequency at the maximum change in the effective refractive index (solid lines) and edge frequencies of dielectric and air bands obtained from transmission spectra of PC (hollow squares and circles) for L A are shown. It indicates that the effective medium theory can give a good description for a photonic crystal, due to the consistency of width and edge frequencies of the bandgap. The defective mode frequencies (bold line), first interference frequencies (bold dotted line), and the middle frequencies of the bandgap (thin line) are also shown here, for comparison. The double edge frequency (Δ2ω) calculated from effective medium theory (dashed lines) and the sub-resonance frequencies obtained from the transmission spectra of FQCs F 3 (solid squares and circles) for L A are also shown.
Through analysis of the cross point between bold line (defective mode) and dashed lines (double edge frequency), three parts can be divided. When L A is less than 0.178, the frequency of the defective mode is larger than for the lowfrequency sub-resonance mode, as shown in Fig. 2(a) (B) for L A 0.15. For PC, it indicates that the enhanced coupling effect shifts the sub-resonance mode to low frequency, and two subbands are formed in the frequency region Δf . That is, the width of first bandgap is the distance between the dielectric band and low-frequency subband (air band). Then, the width of the bandgap decreases quickly with decreasing L A , because the appearance of the new subband widens the dielectric band, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . When L A is larger than 0.58, the low-frequency sub-resonance mode approaches the defective one and the high-frequency sub-resonance mode is larger than the first interference mode, as shown in Fig. 2(e) (B) for L A 0.6. Because the air band is almost pinned at a certain position, due to the identified interference frequency, the width of the PC's bandgap decreases steadily with increasing L A , due to the limited width of the interference frequency Δf , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . It notices that the sub-resonance frequencies are larger (less) than the upper-(lower-) bound of double edge frequency for smaller or larger L A . The middle part, during L A values 0.17 and 0.58, is almost consistent with the results calculated from effective medium theory (dashed lines), indicating that the sub-resonance modes are introduced by inhomogeneous dielectric constants. The cross point between defective mode and double edge frequency can be estimated from equations 2n A L A n B L B and n A L A 3n B L B . This obtains lengths at cross points of 0.17 and 0.55, which is consistent with data obtained from Fig. 3(b) for ε A 6.
This shows that the middle part is the special region, which changes from an interference-determined region (L A larger than 0.58) to a coupling-determined one (L A less than 0.17), and that the influence of interference (coupling) effect decreases (increases) as L A decreases. With decreasing L A , the defective mode frequency increases with the same trance as the interference mode, and shows a more rapidly increasing speed than the sub-resonance mode. As L A reaches about 0.43, the defective mode is larger than the edge frequency of the dielectric band. The defective mode reaches the middle of the bandgap for the phase matching condition (L A 0.29). However the maximum width of the bandgap cannot be obtained, due to the increased interference effect. The length L A 0.21, which is the cross point between the defective mode and edge frequency of the air band, is an interesting length to consider as the balance position between interference and coupling effects. The bandgap will be narrowed due to the enhanced widths of dielectric and air bands for smaller L A , and because that the width of the interference frequency limits the extending ability of the subband (air band) for longer L A . The cross point between defective mode and edge frequency of the bandgap can be estimated from equations 3n A L A 2n B L B and n A L A 2n B L B . This obtains lengths at cross points that are 0.21 and 0.45, with is consistent with data obtained from Fig. 3(b) for ε A 6. However, the width of the defective band should be considered, as the defective band is formed from coupling defective modes or interference modes with increasing PC for FQC and CCW. The two dotted lines around defective mode marked the width of defective band obtained from the transmission spectra of CCW, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . It notices that length L A 0.235 is the special value, which the defective band links with the edge frequency of the air band. At this length, the maximum bandgap can be obtained, due to the equal influences between interference and coupling effects. The value is consistent with data obtained from Fig. 3(a) for ε A 6. Considered the width of defective band, the cross point between the defective and dielectric bands is L A 0.395.
The former results can give a good understanding about the passband for a photonic crystal and a quasi-crystal. However, it is a complex process to obtain the optimal length for the maximum bandgap. The consistent condition indicates that Eq. (11) can give an easy way to predict the optimal length for the maximum bandgap. The optimal length can be obtained from the differential equation ∂Δω gap ∕∂L A 0 to obtain the transcendental equation:
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , Nu∕Nv − Nu (black line) decreases with length L A . The tangent function with the different index (m 0, 1 and 2) are also shown. For the tangent function index m 1, the crossing point with the black line identifies the length of L A 0.233 to obtain the maximum bandgap, and the value is very similar to the predicted result of L A 0.235. The three tangent functions cross at the zero point for L A 0.29, because Nv is zero under the phase matching condition and the tangent functions are equal to zero for all indexes. The optimal lengths for the maximum bandgap and phase matching condition can be obtained from the transcendental equation. For the different dielectric indexes ε A , the widths of the bandgaps are shown in Fig. 4(b) for the maximum bandgap and phase matching condition obtained from transcendental equation (lines) and transmission spectra (dots). The consistent results show that the transcendental equation can be used to obtain the optimal lengths for the maximum bandgap and phase matching condition for all kinds of PC.
This demonstrates that the passbands in PCs can be divided as the basic band formed by coupling interference resonance modes and the subband formed by the inhomogeneous dielectric index. Owing to the basic role in optical devices, the interference resonance modes cannot be influenced by the sequence of A and B layers with certain dielectric constants and length. However, by changing the sequence of A and B, the width of the dielectric and air bands can be narrowed through eliminating the subband and defective band by decreasing the coupling effect. As shown in Fig. 2 , introducing defective layers A in the PC to form FQC and CCW, can narrow dielectric and air bands by decreasing the coupling effect. At the same time, the defective band stays in the bandgap region of the PC for a suitable L A between 0.235 and 0.395. The bandgap can be increased by eliminating the defective band using the photonic crystal heterostructure [25] composed of photonic crystals and FQCs, or CCW. Compared with the schematic structures of the FQC and CCW , the CCW structure is a good replacement for the FQC to increase their symmetry. The bandgap can be obtained from the photonic crystal heterostructures composed of the periodic PC and CCW structures, as shown in Fig. 5(a) (upper) . Owing to the influence of the interface states [25] , a larger non-transmission range is obtained when L A changes from 0.24 to 0.39. In this region, the EM transfer in the defective band of CCW can be stopped by the bandgap of the PC and the passband of the PC (dielectric and air bands) can be stopped partially by the bandgap of the CCW. When L A is equal to 0.24, the bandgap of the heterostructure is 0.4162, which is the largest in the nontransmission range. With increasing L A , the non-transmission range of the heterostructure decreases steadily. Under the phase matching condition (L A 0.29), the width of the non-transmission range is 0.3773 and 0.31 for L A 0.39. The bandgap of the heterostructure decreases quickly if L A is larger than 0.39 or less than 0.24, because the defective band of the CCW moves out of the bandgap of the PC.
For the FQC and random structures composed of the dielectric materials A and B, the spikes appearing in the bandgap make it narrow or disappear due to the localization modes. The interference resonance frequency Δf can be defined as the maximum bandgap of the photonic structure composed of the two constituents A and B. The ratio parameter between the bandgap of the photonic crystal heterostructures and Δf are also shown in Fig. 5(a) (down) . Interestingly, the smaller ratio parameter is obtained, even for the larger bandgap for a shorter length L A . For L A 0.24, the larger bandgap (0.4162) shows the lower ratio parameter (almost 50%). The ratio parameters decrease steadily with increasing L A . For example, for L A 0.39, the narrow bandgap (0.3034) shows the high ratio parameter (almost 58%), suggesting that the shorter length of L A can result in a larger non-transmission range by changing the sequence of the two dielectric materials.
By increasing the series defective layer A steadily, such as AAABp; AAAABp…, the dielectric and air bands become narrower, due to the decreased coupling effect. At the same time, the number of defective bands increases. The bandgap can increase steadily when the complex photonic crystal heterostructures are fabricated by one PC and many CCW structures, as shown in Fig. 5(b) for ε A 6 at phase matching condition. However, the bandgap widths of the complex photonic crystal heterostructures increase slowly and are almost constant as the number of defective layers is larger than 4. The ratio parameter between the bandgap of the complex photonic crystal heterostructures and Δf are also shown in Fig. 5(b) . The ratio parameter is almost 80% when the number of defective layers is 5. This indicates that the dielectric and air bands in the complex photonic crystal heterostructure can be considered as the basic band formed by coupling interference modes and the constituents of the subband in the dielectric and air bands are eliminated.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the passband of photonic crystals and quasicrystals consisting of two dielectric materials are investigated. The formation and properties of the passbands are affected by the interference and coupling effects. Interference shows more effects in the case of a large length and dielectric constant contrast between the two dielectric layers. In contrast, the coupling effect influences the passband for a smaller length and dielectric constant contrast. The photonic crystal shows a maximum bandgap for the smaller length compared with that under the phase matching condition, due to the more substantial interference effect. The passbands can be divided into the basic passband and subband. The former is composed of the coupling interference modes and the latter is produced by the inhomogeneous dielectric materials. The larger bandgap can be obtained by narrowing the dielectric and air bands through eliminating the subband by increasing the coupling effect, such as introducing the defective layer in period structure. For instance, a larger bandgap can be obtained by constructing the photonic crystal heterostructure with photonic crystals and quasi-crystals. The effective medium theory provides a good understanding of the passband of the photonic crystal and quasi-crystal, and the optimal lengths for the maximum bandgap and phase matching condition can be obtained. The results provide a better understanding of the fundamental physics in photonic crystals and quasicrystals and lead to more applications of optical devices.
